
INTERPRETATION GUIDE
AN INTRODUCTION TO USE AND INTERPRETING RESULTS FOR PEEL PLATE YM TESTS. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT CHARM SCIENCES.
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INTRODUCTION
Peel Plate YM (Yeast and Mold) plates diffuse the test in media that omit growth agents and 
color substrates designed for the detection of yeast and mold food and from surface sponges 
of food. When incubated, yeast and mold colonies appear as blue, green, gray spots.

Yeast and mold produce the enzyme phosphatase which cleaves the enzyme substrate BCIP 
to produce blue, green, or gray colored colonies. Yeast morphology tends to be smaller and 
rounder shaped colonies while molds tend to be larger more filamentous (fuzzy) colonies.

EXAMPLES OF WHAT PLATES CAN LOOK LIKE
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One mold colonyNo Growth after 5 days

2 yeast colonies 13 mold colonies
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20 mold colonies
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TNTC (To Numerous To 
Count) Mold

145 yeast colonies

15 yeast colonies
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Yeast and mold are spoilage microorganisms that can appear in a variety of raw and 
processed foods. While the size of the colony is an indicator of yeast verses mold 
identification, to truly discriminate colony type, pick the growth spot onto a microscope slide 
and confirm with microscopic examination.

EXAMPLES OF YEAST IN FOOD

Strategies to reduce yeast and mold in a food, juice or beverage plant includes 
environmental monitoring of air, refrigeration, and surfaces. These are photos of sponge 
sample taken from a stainless steel surface and of wine that has been passed through a 
0.45 uM filter and grown on a plate.

Spiked Milk

Mold recovered from 
sponging a stainless 
steel surface

Orange Juice

Filtered wine showing 
growth in the filter side 
of the plate.

Fish SticksIce CreamHummus
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TECHNIQUE AND TROUBLESHOOTING
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Craters: When pipetting too slowly, sometimes 
the center of the plate may create a wash-out 
or crater. This does not effect the overall count.

Incomplete diffusion: If not pipetting 
vertically, or in the center, or not rapidly 
enough, or if too viscous a solution, the 
samples may not spread completely to every 
edge. This does not affect the final count.

Solid dairy products like yogurt, cottage 
cheese, and cheddar cheese require 
homogenization/dilution to liquefy 
samples for testing. A 1:10 dilution (25g 
product + 225mL 0.1% peptone water) is 
recommended.

Some products may cause a gray 
background because of slight bacterial 
metabolism of the growth indicator. There will 
be no colony formation and the background 
should not be considered a positive result.

EXAMPLES OF MOLD IN FOOD

Spiked apple Tortillas
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SAMPLE PREPARATION
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Prepare a dilution of food product. Weigh or pipette food product into an appropriate container 
such as a stomacher bag, dilution bottle, Whirl-Pak® bag, or other sterile containers. Use 
sterile bags, sponge (as required) and gloves in handling sponges (if applicable). Avoid bare 
hand contact with the sponge and inside of the bag. 

Dilute sample with preferred sterile diluent. Avoid using buffers with dyes or inhibitory 
additives unless otherwise directed by the Peel Plate Operator’s Manual..

Homogenize sample until sample is thoroughly blended. The sample is now ready to plate. No 
pH adjustments are required.

0.00 g
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STORAGE
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A test kit contains multiple foil bags containing 50 Peel Plate YM tests and a color indicator 
desiccant. Store kits refrigerated* in supplied container for up to 12 months. Tests may be 
stored at room temperature for up to 1 month. 

Open the bag and remove the number of plates needed for analysis. Reseal the bag using the 
zip closure to store unused tests. Perform testing in a clean and dry testing area at ambient 
temperature.

Plates held at room temperature for 1 hour or more will open more easily. Moisture, heat, or 
storage abused tests will discolor pink/red. Do not use discolored tests or tests from bags with 
pink/white desiccant indicator. 

* Refrigeration is defined as 0 to 7 °C or 0 to 4.5 °C for US certified labs
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